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I. Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to document the medium-speed remote 

job-entry subsystem developed by the University Computer Center en3ineering 

group under the leadership of Professor R. P. Halverson, UCC Director, 

1971-73, and Professor A. Franck, UCC Assistant Director for Engineering. 

The report was written primarily by John Hoeming Hho served the development 

project as a consultant in the areas of data communications technology and 

data compression. His expertise w·ith the TnHVAC 1004 lvas a major factor 

in the success of the program. Professor P. C. Patton, the current 

UCC Director aided Mr. Hoerning in the editing and preparation of the 

report and wrote this introduction as well as Section II on the mission 

of the University Computer Center. Credit is also due Lalvrence A. Liddiard, 

Assistant Director, Systems, "t-lho was responsible for the programming effort 

on the CDC 6600 and the PDP-11. 

The RJE subsystem was designed to meet the demand for a greater 

volume of remotely entered jobs and a greater dispersal of RJE stations 

throughout the campus. The availability of a number of commercially 

outdated UNIVAC 1004 terminals at an attractive price provided UCC an 

opportunity to achieve a cost/performance breakthrough and thu$ the means to 

provide a higher degree of remote entry service to users. 

Although the opportunity to obtain and refurbish these machines 

was taken enthusiastically it "t-7as not done l·lithout due consideration of 

other alternatives. So rapid is the grm·lth of data communications 

technology, one should document a development project carefully enough 

that later users and managers l·7ill knOl-l t¥hy early choices "t-rere made; only 

then can they further evolve the system in a rational cost/effective manner. 

It should also be noted that although the development project proceeded 

in an atmosphere of enthusiasm, it Has not ahrays one of unanimity. 

The use of 1004s and even of medium speed terminals at all, for remote 

job entry had its critics. He hope that this report and the performance 

of the system will overcome any remaining reservations among UCC staff 

and the user community. 
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The first two years of the development program were devoted to 

the design and development of the CDC 6600 SUPIO communications program, 

a 6600 I/O channel to PDP-11 link, the PDP-11 programs and, of course, to 

reviving a number of aging 1004 terminals. Current effort is devoted 

to maintaining and extending the present system and planning for an 

augmentation which we are planning to make the subsystem extremely reliable. 

The present link developed some minor but unfortunately intermittent 

problems recently after tvorking virtually error free for more than a 

year. A six ~..reek effort to repair this device has encouraged us to con

tinue to development of a previously redesigned version of the link. 

t.Je hope that this ne,.;r dual port doubly redundant link plus a standby 

communications processor and s~..ritched data bussing tv-ill provide the medium 

speed remote terminal user the same quality of service that the high-speed 

terminal user and the central site user enjoy. Since 100% communications 

front end redundancy by means of a standby processor is difficult to 

justify in a university research and instructional computing center, we 

plan to use the standby communications processor to control an electro

static printer/plotter, a Calcomp ink and pen drum plotter, a paper tape 

reader/punch, and perhaps a low performance, nine track, high density 

magnetic tape transport. 

It should also be noted here that the PDP-11 is able to accept 

2000 baud dial up 1004 and CDC 200 User Terminal units at present but 

will shortly be expanded to handle Data 100 terminals via 4800 baud 

dial up lines and the new 1200 baud asychronous Teletype Dataspeed 40 

terminal. Long range plans call for all medium speed terminals to 

utilize 4800 baud dial up lines. 
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II. The University Computer Center 

A. Function 

The University Computer Center (UCC) serves as an all 

university facility for instructional and research computing. UCC 

is one of the computer centers Hithin University Computer Services; 

it serves not only individual computer users inside and outside the 

University but also provides a desree of computing "pm.rer" to other 

centers such as the Hest Bank Computer Center and the Computer Centers 

at the Duluth, Horris and Crookston Coordinate Campuses of the 

Uni ve rs i ty. 

B. Structure 

The Lauderdale central site facility consists of CDC 6600, 

ancillary equipment, and the CDC 640() managed by UCC for HERITSS. 

The 6600 configuration consists of 

6600 Central Processor 

10 Peripheral Processors 

64K \~ords Hain Core Store 

250K Words Extended Core Store 

841-7 Disk File 

2 - 6603 Disk Files 

1 - 3423 Hagnetic Tape Controller 

4 - 606 I1agentic Tape Transports 

4 - 607 Hagnetic Tape Transports 

2 - 3256/501 Printers 

1 - 3447/405 Card Reader 

1 - 3446/415 Card Punch 

1 - 6674 Telpak Uodem Controller 

During the next twelve months the system will be upgraded by 

exchanging the 841-7 disk file system and the 6603 systems for a 

7054 Disk Controller t.rith five 844 Disl( Drives. The magnetic tape 

transports t,rill all be upgraded to the latest 607 specification 

and the main memory extended to 96K. 
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The staff of UCC is organized into three basic areas: 

1) System Development, 2) Applications and User Services, and 

3) Operations, Haintenance and Engineering Development. These areas 

each fall under the cognizance of an assistant director. Operations, 

user services, operating system, and administrative services are 

each overseen by a service area manager. In addition the statetvide 

timesharing system is operated by UCC and managed by a team of UCC 

staff members. 

The MERITSS management team consists of a full-time manager, 

system programmer and consultant plus part-time service of six or 

more UCC staff members. HERITSS terminal users have the potential 

for accessing the 6400 for remote file entry and limited output return 

to their terminal. The two machines share a common ECS (extended 

core store) unit, hotvever, the softt·Iare development to achieve full 

use of this feature atvaits application requirements. 

c. System Performance Requirements 

Currently the CDC 6600 handles about 2500 jobs a day for so~e 

7500 users and has the potential to perform 5000 or more such jobs, 

most of 'Hhich are small student jobs. Of the current t'lorkload about 

25% are entered at the central site, about 50% are entered via high 

speed terminals and some 25% are entered at remote job entry terminals. 

Over the past few years at least tHo definite trends appear in the 

UCC usage statistics: first there is a noticeable increase in the 

fraction of utilization (on a per job basis) devoted to instructional, 

rather than research, computing. Since 1968 the 6600 per job usage 

mix has grot·m from 40%/60% usage for instruction/research to the current 

ratio of 50%/50%; second a more recent pattern is developing regarding 

the ratio of remotely entered jobs. As the number of remote job 

entry terminals has increased the fraction of jobs entered on medium 

speed terminals has increased to 25% of the total. As the medium 

speed remote terminal subsystem grmvs and becomes more solid, ·ue 

expect this fraction to increase to 40% of the total. 

Computing demand is naturally high at the end of each quarter. 

In a rPcent qnn.L·ter--end ;no11th UCC h:mnled nearly 60,000 jobs with an 
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average turnaround time of 35 minutes. Computing service Has pro

vided for twenty hours each v1eek day plus twenty hours over the 

\1reekend for a total of 120 hours a ''~eek. 

The intent in the development of the medium speed remote job 

entry terminal subsystem is to provide a w·idely available computing 

capability with a turnaround of 15-30 minutes in off-peak period. 

Naturally turnaround will tend to suffer somewhat during quarter-end 

peak periods. 
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III. Remote Job Entry vs. Central Batch 

A. Central Batch 

In general a central batch entry system offers the maximum in 

performance per dollar. In this mode of operation all users either 

take or send their jobs to the central site. tJhen they reach the 

central site t hey are loaded into on-line input equipment for entry 

into the system. This offers several advantages. Costs are nearly 

ah1ays lower from an equipment standpoint. A far less sophisticated 

operating system is required. It is easier to monitor input data if 

it is all queued at a single point. 

!Im.;rever, all these advantages in terms of hard~.;rare economy and 

operational simplicity are gained primarily a t the expense of the user. 

He pays a heavy price in terms of the availability of the machine to 

run his job, travel time to and from t t1e computer site, and substantial 

delays in turnaround. If the site is fairly distant the average user 

may be able to utilize only a s~all percentage of the machine's 

poHer. For a given user's job a large pouerful machine located 

distantly may appear to be less pm.;rerful than a small, slotv machine 

located conveniently. 

In t he case _of University Computer Center (UCC) of the University 

of Hinnesota (UofM) this comput er site is located a substantial distance 

(about 5 miles) from t !le ttain camous. Although there is bus service 

this is still a major time lag if a user is to input his job directly 

at the computer site. 

B. High Speed Remote Stations 

As a result of t his problem it is fairly comtton for large systems 

to provide a high speed remote station at points convenient to a 

large number of users. Jobs are input at these sites , 111here t hey are 

hatched together and transmitted to the computer center over tvideband 

telephone lines. After being run t he results are transmitted back 

for printing at the high s peed station. Althoug~1 t he equipment and 

lines to accomplish this are expensive and additional personnel 

and space are generally required, the user can expect a substantial 
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improvement in performance as measured in turnaround time as 1:-1ell as 

a large increase in personal convenience and time available to 

perform his work. 

On the nee-ative side, besides the expense, there are nov1 several 

places 1:vhere his job is queued, one at each high speed station and 

one at the computer site. This offers several possibilities for a 

scheduling delay. The high speed batch station is far more ·convenient 

since it is now usually 'vithin Halking distance but may still require 

a considerable ~o1alk. 

The other consideration concerning high speed batch stations is 

the operation level required to maintain efficiency. This class of 

terminal is usually quite expensive and utilizes a 1:..rideband telephone 

channel. Since the ~lideband channel is somei:.;rhat faster than the normal 

peripherals a certain imbalance exists. Very tight operations and 

scheduling are necessary to pass enough work through to justify the 

cost. This normally requires professional scheduling and operation 

and precludes a direct user interface. Also, a substantial amount 

of space is required. 

At the UofJI.t tHo high speed stations have been in operation for 

some time. One is on the main campus, and the other on the ~·Jest 

nank campus. The size of the Uofllf campus is such that these are 

still outside comfortable vmlking distance for a large number of 

users. The St. Paul campus is not yet serviced by a high speed 

station. Neither are the outlying campuses such as Duluth, Crookston, 

Morris, and ~-Jaseca. 

The ~1igh speed station at Experimental Engineering is a CDC 3090 

computer with a 1000 lpm printer and a 1200 cpm reader. This is 

perhaps the most common type of high speerl station. It is connected 

by a wideband telephone channel 1:~1ich is equivalent to 12 voice 

p,rade channels. 

The high speed station at r.Jest Bank is a CDC 3200 whic 1 is a 

medium speed computer in its mm rieht. This computer is used 

primarj ly for direct' pr0('06sing but :tlso funnels data to t:1e CDC 

6600 at Lauderdale. 
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C. Hedium Speed Remote Job Entry Terminals 

This type of device, knmm as a remote job entry terminal (RJE) 

or remote batch terminal (RBT), is the next step in decentralization 

of computer pm.;rer. !1uch cheaper per site than the above types. it 

normally runs on a regular voice grade line, frequently a dial-up 

line. From the user's standpoint, these have many advantap;es over 

the other alternatives. A net~.;rork of RBTs insures that one is always 

nearby. Usage on a single unit is usually light enough to guarantee 

little or no vlait and jobs may run singly, or hatched. rtost are simple 

enoug~1 to be run by the user and require no staff. Although space 

is required, it is not extensive and normal office environmental 

conditions are adequate. To the user runnin~ the terminal himself, 

it is very similar in procedure and turnaround to H·hat one Hould 

expect from a sMall computer, but Hi th the pot•Ter and flexibility of 

a large system. 

D. Conclusion 

For the purpose of distributin~ large system pm.;rer to the small 

user, one ~.;rho is not a full time computer professional but still 

needs a substantial amount of computer capa"IJility, especially in 

terms of input/output, the RJE terminal is far more suitable than 

the other alternatives mentioned. A large system ~vith perhaps 

25-30 RJE terminals and several high speed remote stations can rlo an 

excellent job of utilizing the econony of scale present in the large 

comnuter and still provide t 11e convenience and turnaround advantages 

inherent in multiple small computers. 

This conclusion in consistent ~-Tith the conclusions of the 

study ncomputers and Information Systems in Higher Education" by 

P. G. Roll and P. C. Patton, concerning the use of computer systems 

in higher education within the State of llinnesota. The progress in 

the terminal area by UCC will be evalua ted a~ainst that aspect of 

the pl;:~n presented i.n the above document. 
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IV. Alternatives 

A. Basic Alternative 

Although there is a large number of possible alternatives 

as far as equipment is concerned, these alternatives are severely 

limited for several reasons. In general each manufacturer's 

interfaces are different and therefore~ equipments from different 

manufacturers do not readily mix. Even if the equipments are 

modified to become compatible, the manufacturer l.Yill generally not 

service them. 

Therefore, before even considering equipment alternatives ,.,e 

must consider a far more basic alternative. He must either be content 

to accept whatever equipment a given manufacturer provides or we 

must be v7illing to establish a facility which is capable of designing, 

producing, modifying, and maintaining equipment. Therefore, let us 

consider these as alternatives One and ~wo. 

Alternative One assumes accepting only the equipment which is 

supplied and serviced by the mainframe manufacturer. This assumes 

little or no hardware capability exists at the user level. Prior to 

this time such capability had long existed at UCC at the software 

level. 

Alternative Tt-10 assumes that UCC l-lill extend its hardware 

capability to a level equivalent to that of its softvmre capability. 

This assumes establishing the capability of hardware design, production 

and maintenance. 

Let us n~v discuss the two alternatives in greater detail. 

B. Alternative One 

On the UofM system, a CDC 6600, our course under llternative One 

is rather limited. Host likely it Hould consist of keeping the 

CDC 6671, adding an appropriate number of CDC 200 terminals, and 

tying them to the telephone system through Bell 201A modems. This 

procedure tv-ould provide a workahle system; hov7ever, certain problems 

do exist. 
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First, in order to meet the requirements of the plan presented 

in "Computers and Information Systems in Higher Education", a rather 

large number of terminals vlill be required. The cost of this 

approach must become a major consideration. Under A ltemative 

One there ~vas little flexibility because of the specific interface 

requirements of the CDC 6671 . The CDC 6671 supports only CDC 

terminals or those vlhich emulate CDC terminals. On this sys tern this 

left the CDC 200 as the most likely terminal. 

Second, the CDC 667luas in itself a probler.t due to the requirement 

for tv10 6600 Peripheral Processor Units (PPU) to control it. UCC Has 

very short on PPUs and l·7hile a cost per PPU could be derived, no 

additional PPUs could be added to this particular system. Also 

doubts existed concemina hm-1 many lines could be successfully run. 

Third, although the Bell modems Here quite adequate, they ~vere 

much more expensive than those offered by a number of independent 

suppliers. 

c. Alternative Tv1o 

There are many problems associated t"ith establishing a facility 

to perform the functions described as /- ltemative Tt.ro. There are 

also some very significant advantages. 

First, by designing an interface bett-leen the CDC 6600 and a 

PDP-11, the overall flexibility of the system could be greatly enhanced. 

This approach tvould not only allm-1 expansion to a far greater number 

of terminals than ~-1as previously possible, but would also add the 

capability of interfacing to many different types of terminals. 

Since the PDP-11 is a programmable device, interfacing a new type 

of terminal could be accomplisherl by making softt·~are changes. 

Inherent in the advantage just discussed is the ability to 

consider r.tany different types of terminals in order to find the Most 

cost effective solution. The primary terninal considered under 

Alternative Tt.ro was the Univac 1004. This terminal is readily 

available on the used market at very reasonable prices. It has 

exce 11 ent peripheral~ and provides limited off-line progranuning 
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capability (not available on most ~E terminals). It comes in ~1o 

different peripheral speed ranges. The only major problems were 

1) the model generally available was the small machine, ~-1hich could 

not run the Univac terminal program and 2) the available units did 

not contain the required data line terminal (DLT). Solution to these 

problems ~-1ould require developing a DLT at UCC and developing 

a terminal program to run on the small machine as t-1ell as considerable 

software modification on the CDC 6600. 

In addition to the major cost advantage to be gained by allmv-ing 

wider choice of terminals, the PDP-11 ~vould allow the release of the 

CDC 66 71, as tvell as the release of a badly needed PPU back to the 

operating system. This would, in turn, increase the throughput 

of the CDC 6600 system. 

Inherent in Alternative ~vo Has the economy as well as the 

necessity of establishing a maintenance program for the PDP and the 

terminals. This program vmuld also make it advantageous to use an 

independent modem instead of the Bell 201A. Use of independent modems 

is quite cost effective but usually requires that a user supply his 

own maintenance program in order to realize maximum savings. 

In addition ~. to. the advantages in cost and flexibility, a 

university must always consider the fact that development programs 

such as represented by Alternative ~10 offer valuable training as 

well as part-time employment to a number of students. This includes 

students in programming, engineering, and other fields. Both 

graduate and undergraduate students are utilized. 

D. Other Alteknatives 

Although the two basic alternatives exist as described, under 

each there exists an almost infinite m.nnber of sub-alternatives. Each 

has an option under each of the basic alternatives. 

Among the sub-alternatives are a very ~..ride choice in equipments, 

lines, and basic approaches such as online, high speed stations, 

medium speed stations and combi nations of these. 
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In general though, the decision is fairly clear cut. It is a 

major step to establish the capab j_ lity required by Alternative Tt,ro 

and should not be taken lightly. However, if this capability is 

established it usually makes sense to expand it as far as is feasible 

in the interests of economy. 

F.. Conclusion 

The decision Has made to proceed ~vith Alternative Tt-ro. It 

was felt that the econom1cs inherent: i.n t:his ~pproach far more t h an 

offset the di~aJvantages. Later in this report~ the f:t.ro :-~lt"c ru at lvc"' 

will again be compared, in retrospect. 
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V. Project History 

Dy mid 1970 the remote job entry program ~1as already Hell under r-1ay. 

The high speed batch stations at Experitnental Engineering and rJest Bank 

were already in and running. Investigations of various types of medium 

speed batch terminals '-1ere being performed. The report ''Computers and 

Information Systems in Uigher Education" r-ras nearly complete. A lar r:e 

part of this report was dedicated to analysis and plans regarding remote 

job entry alternatives. 

At about this time St. Thomas College became the first medium speed 

terminal user on t he ill-1 system by using a CDC 1110A emulating a CDC 208 

terminal. This entered the CDC fi600 through a 6671 communications inter-

face. Shortly thereafter the University purchased a CDC 200 terminal 

for use on the CDC 6600 . At this point, although the total medium speed 

usage was small, the base for the current communication system '"as 

established. 

At this time the system Has working Hell but several problems 

existed. First '"as the CDC 6671 ~·Thich was strictly a 16 port character 

multiplexer. Although this device interfaced a large number of lines its 

overhead against the system vlas high . It required 2 PPUs on the 6fi0~ 

to provide the logical line control it lacked. '!'hese PPUs ,.,ere badly 

needed for other system functions. To expand t he number of PPUs on t he 

system seemed out of the question as t he quoted price was $317,~00. 

One possible solution would have been a complete rewrite of the 

CDC I/E (Import/Export) 200 program 1;1hich drives the 6671. Thi s ,.,as an 

inefficient program which could have been inproved considerably. Hm-1ever, 

even with this improvement potential upgrade would still be limited and 

the 6671 support would still impact the overall efficiency of the sys tem. 

In addition to the support drain of the 66 71, another problem ~vas 

apparent. The 6671 \ -laS limited to suoport of only one type of medium speed 

RET, the CDC 200. This made any type of terminal mix impossible, as 

'"ell as communications with other installations Hl1ich did not use CDC 

equipment. Clearly, a device with more flexi bility, less PPTJ s upport, 

and hopefully less cost, lvas badl y needed. 
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CDC responded to this need by quoting a CDC 1700 front end processor. 

This ~~auld fulfill the need but cost $200, 0')0. Th is cost did not include 

the softt.;rare l\lhich v1ould have been substantial. 

Several other alternative front end processors were considered. 

The one finally selected t.;ras the PDP·-11, which offered a good balance of 

the necessary requirements at a lov7 cost. This project v1as started in 

late 1970. To use this front end required that substantial softvrare 

changes be made on the 6600 and on the PDP-11 and also that a "link" be 

designed and built by UCC to allo~>J the PPU to talk to the PDP-11. 

The PDP-11 front end l-7ent into production use in mid 1971. It 

allowed release of the 6671 back to CDC and of one PPU back to the system 

for other processing. Eventually it t.;rill allow the release of a second 

PPU and tdll share a PPU Hith the unit record equipment. Although it is 

hard to quantify the value of the PPU released back to the system its 

overall effect is probably far greater than the dollar value of one PPU 

and one 66 71. 

Although the implementation of the PDP-11 did result in a substantial 

cost savings, its most important advantage Has that nm~, for the first 

time, communications with any other manufacturers equipment was possible. 

Direct communications betHeen the CDC 6600 and the IBH 360/Sn at 

Administrative Services or the Univac 1106 at r·;ankato were nov1 feasible. 

This facet of the PDP -11 had particular impact in the ~ "edium Speed 

Batch Terminal (r!SBT) area. Although the CDC zno terminals worked vrell, 

they vlere quite expensive. Expansion into a remote net~mrk of the map,nitude 

planned t~as out of the question using this terminal. TJhat was needed 

'"as a HSBT Hith performance comparable to the CDC 200 but much lower in 

cost, Hhich lmuld allmv expanding t~e nettmrk greatly and make it possible 

for students to run their mm jobs via the terminals. 

For some time prior the l!niversity had been evaluating the Univac 1004, 

which was no longer being produced. This madline had been quite success

ful as a terminal to various Univac computers. !1.any machines uere available 

on the used market at reasonable prices. All non'lally needed peripherals 

t~ere available and several different speeds of card reader and printers 

'VIere avai lahle. In addition these devices tvere nrogrammable to a limited 

extent and coul.ci cio 1nany other functions. 
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Although the 1004 looked like a good candidate and they were selling 

on the used market for about .5% of their original value, a number of 

problems existed. 

First, the machines generally available did not have Data Line 

Terminals (DLT) on them. To buy the DLTs ne~J from Univac would have cost 

as much as the entire terminal. The alternative ~.ras for the University 

to design and build the DLTs for the used 10()4s. 

Second, the standard Univac ter~inal program ran only on machines 

~-lith expanded memories, ~vhich were not readily available on the used 

market. Purchase of new memories Has too costly. The alternative here 

~-las to design a ne~v 1004 terminal program ~vhich ~10uld run on a 1004 ~·Jith 

the standard memory. 

Third, addi tiona! softvJare wor)( on the c:nc 661)0 ~muld be required to 

support the 100!~ line protocol. This ~vould be done with the work required 

to interface the PDP-11. 

Fourth, as these machines Tvere purchased used and generally in unknmm 

condition, the University would have to set up a facility to refurbish 

the used 1004s, build and install the DLTs and ~ire and install the plug

board prografl. 

Fifth, and perhaps most important, since the resulting 1004s would 

have non-Univac harduare and softHare in theiTl the University Hould have 

to maintain them. Although setting up a maintenance program offered the 

chances for still further savings, it also promised added responsibilities 

and problems. 

Although this ':vas an impressive list of problems, all these problems 

had already been taken on in a smaller scale for t he PDP- 11 project ~·Jhich 

also had University supplied hard~Jare • softvJare, and maintenance. In 

addition the CDC 6600 had long used a large anount of University developed 

and maintained softt·Jare. 

The result of the evaluation tvas that the potential cost savinfs of 

up to 80% on each terminal justified the problel"ls and Here the only way 

the University could develop the type of nettJork required. 

The original 1004 was purchased directly from Univac and included a 

DLT. This was ne('ess::try so th~ terfTiinal prograiTJ Hould be done concurrently 
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with the development of the University DLT. Subsequently, a group of ten 

used 1004s was purchased for refurbishment. 

By late 1971, the University DLT ~vas finished as uas a terminal 

program. One of these went to St. Cloud to support the Hankato 1106. 

At this time the PDP-11 was supporting the CDC 21)1) terminals l)ut not yet 

the 1004. 

By early 1972, the PDP-11 was also supporting tne 1004s. At this 

time UCC began delivering and maintaining the UCC refurbished 10')4s. 

By the end of 1972, UCC owned 19 1'10Lf terminals. Of these 17 had 

been refurbished and were operational tvhile the other t~-m were scrapped 

for parts. Of the 17 operational terminals , 15 had been delivered and 

t'vo were atvaiting delivery. All ter!11inals can interchangeably communicate 

~vith both the CDC 6600 at Lauderdale and the Univac 1106 at l!ankato. 

Four of the terminals have been delivered to colleges outside the Tvlin 

Cities. ~fos t are for student and faculty use on the main campus, Ues t 

Bank campus, and St. Paul campus of the UofL 

In addition to the design and production of equipment the UCC also 

recorded 88 machine months of maintenance during 1972. 

During 1972 a decision vJas also made to huy and maintain the modems 

on the terminals. This maintenance Has essentially free as the terminals 

Here already UCC maintained. This also allm·1ed addi tiona! cost savings. 

The Astrocom modem built in Hinnertpolis uas chosen for this purpose. 
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VI. Performance Analysis 

A. Terminal Performance 

Both the CDC 201) and the UFl04 terminals have performed Hell. 

In this section an analysis is made of the particular characteristics 

affecting the performance of each and ho-.:1 deviation of t hese character 

istics affect t he overall throughput. 

To make this comparison strictly from empirical data Hould require 

an endless amount of testing and accuracy ~wuld be affected by many 

factors beyond control such as sys tem load, line conditions , etc. 

Therefore the approach taken l-.ras to make the comparison on an analy tical 

basis to develop the charts and grapl1s. This '"as verified by a large 

number of actual tests to deteriTline h ot-1 closely actual results approach 

the theoretical results. 

The charts and r,raphs of t heoretical teriTlinal performance Here 

based on a number of conditions. Several of t hese ,.,rere: 1) no delay 

in the central processor respons e was considered ; 2) a character set 

such as to allm-1 maximum print s peed . Since neither of these concitions 

may be expected to be true continuously , especially during periods of 

heavy usage, any timed performance in excess of 75% of t he theoretical 

speed should be considered acceptable. 

As a result of approximately 50 such tests involving both types 

of terminals, it appears t hat both t l:le CDC 2t10 and t he Ul004 terminals 

on our system normally run at 80% of t~eoretical value. Over a large 

number of tests both the CDC 200 tests and the Ul'1f)4 tests averaged 

80% of theoretical value. Range encountered uas from 71% to 96% . 

As nearly all tests ~Jere run during heavy load conditions t his is 

quite realistic and should repres ent a fair measure of actual to 

t heoretical performance. The fact that t he tT.,ro ratios are identical 

serves to verify the charts and graphs developed. 

General conditions affecting performance are character length 

and block lengt h . The Ul')Ot+ has a s i10rter character length T·7hich 

gives a shorter transmis sion t i me for a block of a given length. 

On the other hand t he CDC 200 uses much larger blocks ,;,rhich greatly 

reduces line turnaround time on di alup lines. This advantage is 

negligible on leased lines. 
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The largest factors affecting terminal performance are the 

compression schemes. As t~ese schemes are data dependent it is 

difficult to make a direct comparison. In general t he CDC 2'1:> is 

more consistent through a ~vide range of data formats. The Ul004 

may vary from much better tl1an the CDC 20') to much ~·10rse than the 

CDC 200, and do this on almost identical data. T~1is is because the 

CDC 200 is only sensitive to the number of blanks 'tv~1ile the Ul004 

is also sensitive to location. The overall result is assumed to be 

equivalent for calculation purposes. To provide any closer analysis 

'tvould require a tremendous base of completely unbiased data to 'tvork 

from. Since any output format can easily be made to favor one terminal 

or the other and still appear almost identical, use of a contrived 

test is impractical except to verify analytical results. 

One point of compression that is not data sensitive is the fact 

that the CDC 200 does not do compression on input. This means the 

Ul004 I generally outperforms the CDC 200 on input althoueh the two 

are generally equivalent on output. Input nornally accounts for about 

20% of the total load, 'tvi t~ output accounting for about 80%. 

The Ul004 II is a faster terminal than either the CDC 20') or 

the Ul004 I. This is not important on lm·1 speed lines but becomes 

increasingly important as line speeds increase. 

On all charts in this document, actual traces are shmm in fine 

black lines, 't..rhile overall trends are shown as broad colored lines. 

Performance calculations on the CDC 210 are found in chart VI- Al. 

The performance results are found in ci:tart VI-A2. 

Performance calculations on the u1nr14 I and Ul004 II are found 

in chart VI-A3. Results are found in charts VI- A4 and VI-AS. 

Graphs showing comparative results on the input side are found 

on charts VI-A6 and VI-A7 . 

. Graphs shmving comparative results on t:1e output side are found 

on charts VI-A8 and VI-A9. 

B. System Performance 

Although system performance in terms of CPU performance is not 

Affected, peL-formancE" as measured by turnaround is c;reatly affec t ed. 
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A user may often submit a job from a remote s ite and be printing his 

results in less than a minute. 

C. Performance Enhancement 

At this point the primary opportunity for performance improvement 

exists in the communications link. Further evaluations are continuing 

in this area. The primary areas being investigated are higher speed 

dialup modems and lm>J cost hi gh speed nshort haul" mod·ems . The 

tremendous performance i mprovement ava ilru,le can be readily seen in 

the charts and graphs. 

D. Usage 

As the chart on VI-AlO s hoHs, t he use of medium speed RDTs has 

increased from a total of 5% of iobs input in January 1972 to 25% of 

jobs input in December 1972. This fivefold increase can only be 

considered as strong user endorsement. This increase did not 

noticeably affect local batch volume but rather affected t he volume 

of jobs going in through t he high s peed remotes. 

Total hours connect time/month , shown in c!1art on VI-All shoHs 

an increase of nearly 5 :1 during t '1e year. Uearly all of this increase 

is in the 1004 terminals Hhicl! increased from 0 to 750 hrs/mo. ~•l! ile 

the 200 terminals increased slightly during t'w year. 

The chart on VI-Al2 shm·1s progress ion in number of RBTs during 

the last 2 years as compared to the estimated requirement. This 

indicates the requirements may be met by t he end of 1975. 

E. Reliability 

On the CDC 200 reliability has never been a point of concern. 

This Has true because the mac!1ine is an old , establ i shed product and 

is maintained by CDC on contract. 

On the Ul004 a slightly different situation exists . Although 

the product line is even older than the CDC 20'), these mac:1ines ~>Jere 

purchased used, refurbished by UCC, and maintai ned hy UCC. I n 

addition both the DLT and t he terminal program ~1ere developed and 

manufac ture(.} by nr.r.. Al s o a neH, unfamiliar modem (Astrocom) Has 
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being used. Furthermore, a large number of terminals were installed 

in a relatively short period of time. The res ult of these 1".-las 

that "t-7hile the great majority of terminals Hent in smoothly and 

performed 1".-7ell, several did ex-perience substantial problems. 

These were rectified and nm1 all ternlinals are performing Hell. 

Although some problems '11ere encountered in training and holding 

service personnel, these seem to have been ~ostly solved and by 

l1arch of 1973 costs for maintenance by t he UCC Engineering Group s eem 

to be \~Yell belmv the forecast for l <l 73. Nonthly ~aintenance in Jl!arch 

averaged just over 6 hours per site. Parts averaged less than $17. 00 

per site. This is extremely reasonable maintenance and if it can 

be continued 1".-lill cause t he overall cos t/terminal to drop even below 

the 1973 estimates in t his report. 

Perhaps the largest single o-perational factor which s hm11s up as 

a difference betHeen the CDC 200 and the Ul0~4 is the fact that all 

the CDC 200s have regular operators and t hus, operator error is a lmost 

unheard of, 1".-7hile nearly all t he Ul004s are open shoo and may he 

operated by students, faculty, and anybody else Hho has the desire. 

These people have generally had no traini ng and run the terminal from 

a list of instructions. Althou~h every attempt has been made to keep 

the operation simple, about 29% of all service calls are false calls 

and involve operator error r at her t han equipment problems. This ~11il l 

drop as more people become accustomed to using the terminals. 

F. Comparison with Other Alternatives 

Comparison of the CDC 200 and t he Ul004 i ndicates that they a re 

roughly equivalent in performance. The CDC 200 has an advantage on 

large records due to its larger block size, Hhile the Ul004 has an 

advantage on short records due to s1orter character size and faster 

peripherals. This is true only on slo'T turnaround l i nes. On any 

leased line or other fast turnaround line the Ul004 can be expected 

to be faster throughout the range. 

This speed gained t hrough character size is, hm11ever , not Hithout 

its disadvant ages. It limits t he Ul004 to a 62 character s et in 

normal usage. Although this does not seem much different t han t he 
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CDC ZOO's 64 character set, this difference has been a recurrent 

problem in the use of the Ul004 terminals. One language requires use 

of all 64 characters and this must be done by setting a sHitch manually. 

Other methods of solving the problem are being investigated. 

Comparison tdth a high s peed station is not feasihle directly, 

because of differences in usage. If a Ul0n4 II were configured and 

used as a high speed station, its t hroughput performance t·muld be 

about 60% of that of the high speed station at Experimental Engineering . 
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CDC 200 PERFOffi tANCE CALCULATIONS 

Method: 

Analytical calculation to establish performa!1ce curves, follmv-ed 

by selective testing to establish our expected deviation from the 

theoretical curves. The formula derived gives the throughput rate 

for a given ter~inal over a given set of lines and modems assuming 

continuous and error free transmission. The general throughput 

formula: 

UR*60000 
R = 

TT*CR*NR + TA + 20*TT 

gives the throughput rate R in records (cards or lines) per minute, 

t.rhere NR is number of records in the block, TT is transmit time in ms 

per character, TA is t~dce the line turnaround time in ms~ and CR is 

the average number of characters per record after compression if any, 

but excluding synchs, SON, EON, and error codes. CJ?}rrJR cannot exceed 

the maximum block size. This formula makes certain approximations 

but is quite adequate for performance analysis. 

Input Calculations: 

For the CDC 200 the standard block size is 1000 characters and the 

character length is 0 bits. No compression is done on input so NR is 

a constant 12 (960 characters). 

Output Calculations: 

The same factors apply except compression is nou done. NR is noH a 

variable depending on line length and compression achieved. 

Tables: 

The follo~ving tables give the results of both input and output calcu

lations for several different line/modem combinations. 

Graphs: 

The follmvin g graphs illustrate and compare the performance trends 

of the different terminals. 
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HDX 2000b 

CDC 200 Performance 

FDX 2400b 
Leased 

FDX 4800b 
Leased Line I I Dialup 

Char. Cr Inp lout IR-InlR-Out I Inp Out I R-In I R-Out I Inp Out I R-In I R-Out 

TT I 4. 0 4. 0 I 3. 33 3. 33 I I 1. 6 7 1. 6 7 
TA I 20 300 300 170 375 17 17 219 375 2 2 
NR 12 50 I 12 so I 112 50 

330 375 

TT I 4 . 0 I 4 • 0 3 . 3 3 3 . 3 3 I I 1. 6 7 1. 6 7 
TA 40 ! 3oo 300 170 342 17 17 219 375 2 2 
NR 12 I 25 12 25 12 25 

330 375 

TT . 4. 0 I 4. 0 3. 33 3. 33 I 1. 6 7 1. 6 7 
TA 60 300 300 170 227 17 t 17 219 293 2 2 330 375 
NR 12 16 12 16 12 16 

TT 4.0 4.0 3.33 3.33 1.67 1.67 
375 TA 80 300 300 170 170 17 17 219 219 I 2 2 

NR 12 12 12 12 ; 12 12 
330 

J 
I 
I 

FDX 9600b 
Leased 

I 
I 

I 
I 

TT I I 4.0 4.0 lD3.33 3.33 I 1.671 1.67 I I I' I 
TA 100 I 300 300 - 137 I 17 17 - 2 2 375 
NR - 10 - 10'--+--~~---+-----+~1~0--+---~----+---4------r----~-- ·- I I 

TT I 4.0 4.0 . I 3.33LU.33 
TA 120 I 300 300 - 114 17 17 I -
NR - 8 i - 8 · 

1.67 1.67 

146 '·-= ~ I I 

VI-A2 

TT: Transmission time in milliseconds/character 
TA: Turnaround time x 2 in milliseconds 
NR: Number of records per block 
CR: Number of characters per record 
R-In: Input rate in records (cards) per minute 
R-Dut: Output rate ~n records (lines) per minute 



UNIVAC 1004 PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS 

Methods: 

Method is described in the section for the CDC 200. The same 

formula is used. I1ajor difference is that the 7 bit transmission 

code changes the transmission time per character some"1hat. 

Calculation is done for both Hod I and Hod II equipment. 

Input Calculation: 

For the Ul004 as used by UCC, the input block length is constant 

280 characters. Therefore this number is used in place of NR~'tCR. 

Compression is done on input, so NR is a variable depending on 

card length and compression achieved. 

Output Calculation: 

Output block size is a variable up to 337 characters. Compression 

is used on output, so NR is a variable depending on line length 

and compression achieved. 

Tables: 

The follm~ing tables give the results of both input and output 

calculations for several different line/modem combinations. 

Graphs: 

The following graphs illustrate and compare the performance trends 

of the different terminals. 
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I I HDX 2000b 
Line Dialup 
Char CR Inp Out R-Inp R-Out 

I 
TT 3.5 3.5 
TA 20 300 300 400 400 
NR 9 16 

TT 3.5 3.5 
TA 40 300 3 JO 311 322 
NR 7 8 I 
TT 3.5 3.5 
TA 60 300 300 178 211 
NR Lf 5 

TT 3.5 3.5 
TA 80 3oo 3oo 133 161 
NR 3 4 

TT 3.5 3.5 
TA 100 300 300 - 127 
NR - 3 

TT 3.5 3.5 
TA 120 3oo 3 00 - 100 
NR - 2 

--

---......._ 

U 1004-I Performance 

F DX 2Lf00b 
Leased 

Inp put R-In R-Out 

2.92 2.92 
17 17 400 400 

6 16 
_l 

2. n!. 2. 92 
17 117 400 tf00 

6 j 8 

2.12.92 
17 17 1 269 I 315 

4 5 

2.92 2.92 
17 17 201 238 

3 4 

2.92 2.92 
17 17 - 189 
- 3 

2~ 92 2. 92 
17 17 - 155 
- 2 

----- ---- -----

VI-ALf 

FDX 4800b FDX 9600b 
Leased Leased 

Inp Out R-In R-Out Inp jOut R-In R-Out 

I 
1. 46 1. 46 .73 

11~ 
.73 

2 2 400 400 2 400 400 
3 16 2 

1. 4fi 1. 46 .73 .73 
2 2 400 400 2 2 400 400 
3 8 I 2 8 

1. 46 1. 46 .73 .73 
2 2 400 400 2 2 I 4oo 400 
3 5 2 5 

1. 46 1.46 .73 .73 I 

2 2 Lf00 400 2 2 400 400 
3 4 I 2 4 

1.46 1. 46 .73 .73 
2 2 - 384 2 2 - 400 
- 3 - 3 

1.46 1. 46 .73 .73 
2 2 - 315 2 2 - 400 
- 2 - 2 

TT: Transmission time in milliseconds/character 
TA: Turnaround time x 2 in milliseconds 
NR: Number of records per block 
CR: Number of characters per record 
R-In: Input rate in records (cards) per minute 
R-Out: Output rate in records (lines) per minute 

I 

! 
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HDX 2000b 
Line Dialup 
Char CR Inp Out R-ln R-Out lnp 

TT 3.5 3.5 2.92 

I 
TA 20 3oo 300 615 600 17 
NR 14 16 9 

1 3 .5 I TT 2. 92 3 . 5 I 
TA 40 300 300 . 311 322 17 
NR 

:.51 
8 7 

f--·· 

TT 3 .5 2.92 
TA 60 300 300 178 211 17 
NR 4 5 Lr 

f--

TT 3.5 3 .5 2.92 
TA 80 3oo 300 133 161 17 
NR 3 4 3 

TT 3.5 3.5 2.92 
TA 100 300 300 - "127 17 
NR - 3 -

TT 3.5 3.5 2.92 
TA 120 300 300 - 100 17 
NR - 2 -

U 1004-II Performance 

F DX 2400b 
Leased 

Out R-In R-Out 

2.92 
17 605 600 
16 

2. 92 1 

17 470 476 
8 

2.92 
17 269 315 

5 
·-------

2. 92 
17 201 238 

4 

2.92 
17 - 189 

3 
-- ----

2.92 
17 - 155 

2 

VI-AS 

FDX 4800b FDX 9600b 
Leased Leased 

Inp Out R-In R-Out lnp Out R-ln R-Out 

1. 46 1. 46 . 73 .73 
2 2 545 600 2 2 563 600 
4 16 2 16 

r-----· 

l. 46 1. 46 . 73 .73 
j 

2 2 545 600 2 2 563 600 
4 8 2 0., 

I "I 
- • 

1. 46 1. 46 . 73 .73 
2 2 545 600 2 2 563 600 
4 5 2 5 
--- i 
1. L16 1. L16 . 73 .73 
2 2 L122 482 2 2 563 . 600 
3 L1 2 4 

t 

1. 46 1. 46 . 73 .73 
2 2 - 384 2 2 - GOO 
- 3 - 3 

1 -- . 
f 1. L16 1. L16 . 73 . 73 

2 2 - 315 2 ? - I 600 
- 2 - 2 ! -

TT: Transmission time in milliseconds/ charact :~ r 
TA: Turnaround time x 2 in milliseconds 
NR: Number of records per block 
CR: Number of characters per re cord 
R-In: Input rate in records (cards) per minute 
R-Out: Output rate in records (lines ) per minute 
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VII. Financial Aspects 

A. Cost of Project to Date 

The total cost of the project through December 31, 1973 excluding 

the 200 terminals, has been $77,441 in development costs, $122,754 in 

production costs, and $22,000 in maintenance costs, for a total of 

$222,195. This figure makes no allo~mnce for savings due to equipment 

replaced. That ~-1ill be done in a comparison section. 

B. Comparison of Alternatives 

For comparison purposes all data must be reduced to a common 

base. This base is monthly cost including maintenance. All numbers 

will be reduced to these terms. 

For purchased and manufactured equipment the procedure Hill be: 

1) New equipment uill have costs amortized over a 60 month period, 

2) Factory refurbished equipment will be amortized over a Lf3 month 

period, and 3) UCC refurbished and produced equipment will be 

amortized over a 36 month period. 

Development costs Hill be amortized on a monthly basis and this 

charge spread over all delivered products to which it applies. 

Haintenance costs ~>1ill be calculated on a machine/month basis 

and will be calculated on the basis of a calendar year. 

The chart on VII-Al shmvs comparative costs betueen the 1004 

and the 200. 

The chart on VII-A2 shm-1s comparative costs betueen alternative 1 

and alternative 2 for the entire sys ten. 

The chart on VII-A3 shm,:s comparative costs betrNeen HSBT and each 

alternative HSBT. 

The chart on VII-A4 shO\vS cost calculation for the 200 terminal, 

the CDC 6671, and the Bell 201A modem. 

The chart on VII-AS shmvs cost calculation for the refurbished 

1004 terminals 'i·li th UCC produced DLTs. 

The chart on VII-A6 shmvs cost calculations for the PDP-11 

front end. 

The chart on VII-117 shOt·ls cos t calculations for the Astrocom 

modems. 
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The chart on VII-A8 shows calculations for the comparison of cost 

effectiveness for the entire system. 

The chart on VII-A9 shows calculation of cost for a high speed 

batch station. 

TI1e chart on VII-AlO shows calculations of comparison cost 

effectiveness of high speed station vs. each alternative of medium 

speed station. 
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COMPARATIVE COST FOR A 25 TERMINAL 
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Calculation of Cost/CDC 200, CDC 6671, Bell 201A Hodems 

Sample: 3 terminals used by UofM. One is leased from CDC. One Has 

purchased neH. One ~.ras purchased used. All are under CDC contract 

maintenance. Leased terminal is taken at true lease price with 

maintenance. Terminal purchased ne'.r is amortized over 60 mo. period 

plus cost of contract maintenance. Terminal purchased used but 

factory refurbished is amortize d over 48 mo. plus cost of contract 

maintenance. 

Calculation: 

Terminal 1 46,000 over 60 mo. = s 767 mo. 

Terminal 2 21,126 over 48 mo. = l~ 40 mo. 

Terminal 3 Lease w/o maint. = 750 mo. 

Maintenance - 3 term. ~ ~ 277 m. each = 831 mo. 
$ 2788 mo. 

Average cost/200 term = $ 929 mo. incl. main. 

Cost of CDC 6671 $ 1253 mo. incl. main. 

Cost of two PPU to Support 6671 1122 mo. incl. mai n. 
$ 2375 mo. incl. main. 

Cost of Bell 201A Modems $ 72 mo. incl. main. 
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Calculation of Cost/Refurbished Univac 1004 

Sample: Group of the first 17 such terminals refurbished and prepared 

for delivery. Fifteen of these had actually been delivered by the 

end of 1972, and the other tv10 ~1ere in a stage of semi-completion 

being readied for delivery. As all equipment was purchased and 

essentially all labor complete on these two they Here included in the 

sample. 

In addition, to the group of 17 machines refurbished by UCC, 

one additional 1004 \'laS purchased directly from Univac. This was a us ed 

machine 'tvhich had been factory refurbished and included a Univac 

DLT. Although this machine was substantially more expensive than 

the others it was necessary to allo~·7 the development effort to proceed 

in a parallel fashion and to avoid greatly extending the schedule. 

In light of this and due to the fact that it is likely that one 1004 

\vill ah-rays remain for use by the UCC 1004 group, this machine is 

considered to be a development expense, ~,;rhile the other 17 are considered 

to be production expenses. 

All parts and equipment costs are taken from the paid invoices. 

Such costs are actual dollar expenses incurred by UCC. They are 

then allocated either to development, production, or maintenance. 

No material handling charge is added. 

All labor charges are ta~en from accounting records at actual 

salaries of those people working on the project. In this way normal 

fringes such as vacation, holiday, and sick leave are included in 

the labor cost. However, no overhead burden is considered beyond 

this. All labor accrued to the project has been estimated in 

terms of people and time by the responsible individuals. Salary 

levels have then been applied to form a labor cost base. This 

labor cost was then allocated into the phases of development, 

production and maintenance. 

All test equipment, training and miscellaneous charges have 

been considered to be developmental in nature ancl. are charged as such. 

Development and startup costs have been accumulated against the 

entire 1004 project. These costs include development of the UCC 

data line terminal (DLT) for the 1004, development of the 1004 terminal 
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Program, and specification of the multiple interface line protocal 

acceptable to both the CDC 6600 and the Univac 1108. This cost 

includes the initial development 1004. Development costs are 

amortized over a 43 month period and are distributed to all machines 

actually in the field during a given month and added to the cost of 

each terminal. 

Production costs have been accumulated as the cost of the 17 used 

1004s purchased plus the necessary parts for refurbishment plus the 

parts to build 17 UCC DLTs for them, plus refurbishment and installa

tion labor. This total cost/machine is then amortized over a 36 

month period to arrive at a monthly cost. 

Naintenance costs have been primarily labor as many spare parts 

were supplied with the purchase of used machines. Maintenance costs 

are accumulated on a machine/month basis only on machines delivered 

into the field. The cost of maintenance per machine/month is 

considered to be constant for a calendar year and will be adjusted each 

year. The cost per machine/month for 1972 has been calculated at $250. 

This is some~·lhat high but includes substantial learning, training, 

and development of maintenance procedures and devices. All of these 

were treated as 1972 expense items. Estimated cost per machine/month 

for 1973 is $150. 

Calculation: 

Development Costs 

Equipment and Parts 
Misc. 
Labor 

Amortized over 4R mo. 

Production Costs (17 terminals) 

Equipment and Parts (1004) 
Parts (DLT) 
Labor 

Cost per Unit 
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$21,090 
3,446 

23,ooq 
47,545 

$47,272 
3,352 

34,000 
.· !39 '62ll 

990/mo. 

$5,272/unit 
$ 146/mo. 



Haintenance Costs (1972) 

Labor and T1isc. Parts 
33 J··Iachine !1.onths 
Cost Per ~1achine/I~onth 

Average Cost/Unit/!io. - Jan 1°72 (1 Un:i.t) 

>faintenance 
Production 
Development (990/1) 

$22,000 

$ 250 
146 
990 

$ 1,1R6 mo. 

Average Cost/Unit/Ao. - Dec. 1972 (17 Units) 

; \a in tenance 
Prorluction 
Development (990/17) 

$ 

$ 

250 
146 

58 
454 mo. 

Average Cost/Unit/no. (Est) - June 1973 (?.3 Units) 

n aintenance $ 150 
Production 146 
Develop!!lent (990/23) 43 

$ 339 mo. 
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Calculation of Cost/PDP-11 front end 

Sample: One unit purchased neH by UofH. Includes initial purchase and 

subsequent upgrade to 8 ports. Includes ports and labor to develop 

6600/PDP-11 interface and all software on 6600 and PDP-11 to support 

terminals. 

Calculation 

Initial PDP-11 

Upgrade of PDP-11 to 8 ports 

Labor on interface 

Parts for interface 

Softt..rare labor on PDP-11 

Software labor on 6600 

Cost of PDP-11 amortized over 60 mo. 

Estimated monthly maintenance 

Cost of one PPU to support PDP-11 
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$23,535 

3. 000 

8,596 

5,795 

8,250 

_11_,850 

$63,026 

1,050 

150 

561 

$ 1,761 mo. incl. maint. 



/ 

Calculation of Cost/Astrocom modems 

Sample: 13 Astrocom moderns purchased and maintained by UCC. Haintenance 

cost of these items is considered to be 0 as it is already included in 

maintenance costs for the 1004 terminals and the PDP-11. 

Calculation: 

Purchase price 

Amortized over 60 mo. 

Haintenance (see above) 

Data Access (not required for Bell 201A) 
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$1050 

18 

0 

2 

$ 20 mo. 



Comparison of Cost Effectiveness 

Sample : Since the RBT system was already in existence prior to this e ffort, 

we currently have a system tvhich is approximately t \vO thirds 1004 

terminals and one third CDC 201 terminals. Comparison is further 

complicated by the fact that most of the CDC 200 terminals on the system 

are owned by outside users, and by the fact that some of the 1004 

terminals produced by UCC are at present only going into the Univac 

1106 at Hankato. Therefore in order to· compare the alternative 

approaches for cost effectiveness we will compare the cost of implementing 

the entire subsystem as it exists by alternative 1 and also by 

alternative 2. The slightly simplified assumption will be that the 

subsystem consists of one communications front end, 10 ports and 10 

modems on the front end, and 25 terminals ~..rith 1 modem each. 

Alternative 1: This alternative is not to implement a hard~vare design, 

production, and maintenance facility within UCC. This ivould require 

staying with standard products for v1hich contract maintenance is 

readily available. In this case that tvould be the CDC 6671, CDC 20 ::l 

terminals, and Bell 201 A modens. 

Calculation of Cost: alternative 1 

Cost of 6671 and 2-PPU $ 2375 mo. 

Cost of 25 terminals (200) 23335 

Cost of 35 modems (Bell 2011\) 252() 

Total monthly cost including maintenance $28120 mo. 

Alternative 2: This alternative is to establish a hardware design, 

production, and maintenance facility t·Jithin UCC. Tllis allmvs the 

purchase and refurbishment of used equipment, design of special 

products to allow best use of it, and maintenance of the entire 

subsystem. Specifically, this allmvs the approach taken concerning 

the PDP-11 front end, the 1004 terminals , and the Astrocom modems. 
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Calculation of Cost: alternative 2 

Cost of PDP-11 and 1-PPU $ 1761 mo. 

Cost of 25 teruinals (1004) 10825 

Cost of 35 nod ems (Astrocom) 700 

Total monthly cost including main. $13286 IllO. 

Total estimated monthly cost after 1972. $10<186 mo. 

Conclusion: Even should the entire system have been implemented during 

1972, :::ltern:ative two ~muld effect a net monthly savings of $14776. or 

52.5% over alternative one. Assuming the 1973 maintenance estimates 

are correct, the savings t·Iill increase to $17276. or 61.1~% during 1973. 

Substantially larger savings are possible should the 1004 terminals 

outlive their amortization schedule of 36 months. 
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Calculation of Cost/CDC 8090 HSBT 

Sample: One unit owned by UofJY~. As this unit \oJas received in an equipment 

trade no cost fi gures are available from invoice. Instead cost 

figures ~11ere taken from CDC price catalog for the last year in ~vhich 

this syster1 '11as listed. 

Calculation: 

Honthly rental incl. maintenance 

Purchase price 

~1onthly maintenance 

$ 4,250 

163,0')0 

830 

Sample: Although the above prices represent the CDC 8090 I!SRT currently 

owned by UCC~ that price is noH obsolete as neu units are no longer 

available. Used CDC 81)90 IISBTs are nm11 priced from the manufac turer 

at substantially less and are available ,,Ji th contract maintenance. 

Therefore this price 'vill be used in all comparisons. 

Calculation : 

Purchase price $ 65 ,1)00 

Amortized over 48 mo. 1 , 354 

Haintenance 636 

Total monthly cost incl. rnaint. $ 1,990 
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Comparison of Cost Effectiveness 

In general it is difficult to compare a high speed station such 

as the CDC 8090 ,.,ith a medium speed station such as the CDC 200 or Ul004. 

There are several reasons for this. First, the HS:RT is usually connected 

by a wideband telephone line uhich allous the peripherals to run at top 

speed. Second, the HSBT is usually scheduled and run by professional 

operators vJho can batch and schedule the "t-JOrk so as to keep the v10rk 

flow constant. 

Hmvever, these factors are basically differences in use and do not 

represent restrictions on the equipment. Host HSTITs can be connected to 

lines fast enough to allaH full speed operation. Obviously, operational 

procedures may be changed if desired. 

In viet¥ of these factors the only reasonable basis of comparison 

is to compare the maximum throughput of each type of terminal, assuming 

the lines and operational procedures are adequate for full speed operation. 

This rate is then adjusted by monthly cost to provide a measure of cost 

effectiveness. 

The CDC 8090 has a 1000 LPH printer. Dividing this rate into 

the monthly cost of $1990 yields a cost effectiveness number of $1.99. 

The CDC 200 has a 375 LPH printer. The cost effectiveness is 

therefore $929/375 = $2.48. 

The Ul004 has either 400 or 600 :R.Pr1 peripherals, depending on model. 

We have not distinguished betHeen the models as to cost. Therefore, 

this yields four cost effectiveness numbers. 

CE modi, 1972 = 454/ t~oo = $1.14 

CE modi!, 1972 = 454/600 = • 76 

CE modi, 1973 est. = 329/600 = • 82 

CE modii, 1973 est. = 329/1"00 = .55 



VIII. User Acceptance 

A. Hithin UCC 

User acceptance by the staff of UCC has been only fair. There are 

several reasons for this. First, literally all staff members ~..rorlc 

either at Experimental Engineering, vThere t he high speed station is, 

or at Lauderdale, where t he central processor is located . Becaus e of 

this, staff members have none of the access problems of the outside 

user. Also no medium speed terminals are available or needed at 

these locations. In addition a large amount of staff Hark is such 

that it must be run "hands on" during times ~-lh en t he system i s not 

available to service users. The result of these factors is that very 

little work by UCC staff has been run on the medium speed terminals 

~..r!1ich are designed more for e1e service user. 

n. Service users 

Service users, as defined here, includes all us ers not on UCC 

staff. This includes faculty, students, research proerams, other 

colleges, and in some cases outside commercial or non-prof i t organiz a

tions. In general anyone ~vho receives a charge number and is not UCC 

staff is considered a s ervice user. 

These users are t..ridely scattered . They are at i'~ain Campus, Ves t 

3ank Campus, St. Paul Campus , local colleges, distant colleges, and 

commercial districts a round the 1\1in Cities , to name just a fe~..r . 

The typical HSBT user has either a CDC 200 or Ul 00lt. teTI"lina l 

located in or near his building. He Hal ka to the terminal, places 

his input deck in the reader, dials up the computer, and operates t he 

terminal himself. He may Hait for his output or return later for i t. 

He may have to ~vait a few minutes for the terminal if it happens to 

be busy, but usage is generally moderate enough so t hat he can get 

on quickly. In this manner he develops a greater understanding of 

hm..r the system works t han if he submits a deck to a s cheduler 

'iTh o then takes care of everything . He also develops a much bi gher 

degree of personal jdentifi cation with t he system he is using . 
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In reference back to chart '71-Al, it is apparent that j_n the year 

1972, HSBT usage increased fivefold. Ry the enrl of Apr:tl 1()73, this 

increase was sevenfold. This amounts to 2n% of all CDC ~600 jobs on 

over 14,000 jobs per month. There is still much capacity left as many 

of the netver terminals are as yet being run only sew~ral hours a day. 

It is interesting to note that of the increase in CDC n600 usage 

in the 16 month period, nearly all the additional tvork is being entered 

from medium speed terminals. The high speed stations remained 

constant in usage and the locally entered tvork increased only sligh tly. 

Apparently a substantial number of users feel that the MSBT ansHers 

their needs better than the other forms of entry. 

Perhaps most indicative of user reaction to the MSRT t·1as the fact that 

of the four most userl MSBTs, three are located Hithin a city block 

of a high speed station, and the fourth tJas located adjacent to the 6600 

itself. This can only be considered a high level of acceptance of the 

MSBT concept by the service user. 
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I X. System Longevity 

A. Haintenance of System 

Because of the large number of Ul004s manufactured and their 

age, there is a ready source not only of more systems if requiredp 

but also of parts to maintain · the current systems. These parts 

are generally free or at little cost. 

The basic concept of UCC maintaininR its mvn equipment has proven 

to be quite profitable. Current cost appears to be bett.reen one 

third and one half the cost of contracting this maintenance out. As 

personnel gain experience and the system expands the ratio Ahould cou

tinue to improve. 

Currently the UCC Engineering Group is maintaining all the 

local Ul004s, the PDP-llp the 6600 link, and the Astrocom modems. 

This provides an adequate base for a maintenance operation. In 

addition this group handles 1004 refurbishment, DLT production, and 

1004 program board wiring. An obvious possibility is for this 

group to expand into maintenance of other equipment. In general 

the more maintenance done by UCC, the more cost effective it Hill be. 

However, this maintenance must be carefully chosen to fit into the 

current capabilities of the group anrl not require extensive training 

in proportion to expected revenue. 

B. Expansion of System 

The supply of Ul004s makes expansion of this system quite 

feasible. The more terminals produced, the lot..rer the cost t-rill be 

per terminal month. It is also feasible to expand to multiple front 

end computers to control more terminals. Depending on usage, a 

system the size of the CDC 6600 may conceivably support up to 100 

batch terminals. 

C. Future Development 

Although the system is currently running lvell, a number of 

possible future enhancements exist. Nost of these are being evaluated 

for future use if conditions ~·mrrant. He shall consider these 

possibilities starting at the central processor side. 
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It is possible to move sooe of the \•Tork currently being performed 

by the 6600 CPU or PPUs out\·7ard into the front end computer, thus 

increasing the central processor pm~er available. This is consistent 

l~ith the principle of moving routine uork into less pm-1erful and 

cheaper equipment. 

Another possibility is to use the front end computer for additional 

communications uses. These could include other terminals, asynchronous 

terminals and even high speed terminals. 

It is also possible to use the front end computer for non

communications applications. The most obvious of these is to attach 

new peripherals which may not be easily attached to the central pro-

cessor. 

Concerning lines, although all lines so far have been dial up voice 

grade, use of leased lines for higher speeds may be desirable. Even 

wideband lines may be incorporated. 

Modems offer one of the largest possibilities for total system 

improvement. Even on the current dial up lines it is possible to 

more than double the throughput by appropriate modem choice. Leased 

lines offer still higher performance when coupled l..rith high 

performance modems. Speeds to five times the current speeds are not 

difficult to attain. Hhere distances are limited, short haul modems 

offer still higher performance at nominal cost. Herein seems to lie 

the most cost effective means of performance increase. 

Ho~vever, changes in raodeo and line combinations are not without 

their problems. Changes from dial up to leased lines make substan

tial differences in the amount of hard\·Tare required in the front end 

processor. High performance nodems may each cost far more than our 

refurbished Ul004 terminals. Changes in the modem/line configuration 

must be carefully evaluated as related to the overall system perfor

mance and cost. 

The last area to be considered for possible future development 

is the Ul004 terminals themselves. To date all are used only for 

terminal use and card listing. All have only a card reader and 
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printer as peripherals. The Ul004 is actually a good stand alone 

computer which was designed to do a variety of data processing jobs. 

In addition to this many additional peripherals are readily available, 

including extra card reader, card punch, paper tape reader, paper 

tape punch, and magnetic tapes. Many such peripherals are owned 

by UCC but have not been refurbished. It is quite likely that the 

Ul004s could be applied to ne~v applications in some cases, both in 

a communications environment or as a stand alone system. 

The primary resistance to such usage of the Ul004s is due to 

two reasons; 1) possibility of interference ~vith the prime 

objectives of these terminals, and 2) the greater degree of di fficulty 

in programming the Ul004 as compared to other programmable devices. 
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X. Summary and Conclusions 

This document has described the development and current status of 

the Remote Terminal Subsystem. It has d~;,relled on what decisions Here 

made, why, and the results of those decisions. Consirlerable analysis 

has been presented regarding usaee, perforr1ance, and cost. It is nou 

appropriate to draw some conclusions. 

The need for a Remote Terminal Subsystem and for uidely distributed 

~1SBTs has certainly been s:1mm. If general industry trends have not 

shmvn this, then the ovenrhelming response by the users at the UoHf has 

shmm this to be true. The impact of more localized distribution of 

computer pm-1er can be easily seen in the charts in section VI. 

The decision for UCC to take an active role in hardl·Tare design, 

production and maintenance has often been questioned. This transition 

has not been ~lithout problems. nm·rever, to <lHell on the problel!ls at this 

point is to stare at the tree \-Jhile ignoring the forest. The overall 

system is now running quite smoothly and provides a level of user service 

not offered by the other alternatives. 

The current level of user service has been reached at a cost level 

about 35% of that required by conventional approaches. Indeed, it is 

doubtful vrhether or not this level could have been reached at all by 

merely using the vendor supplied equipnent. The charts in section VI I 

readily point out that a monthly coot saving of $17 ,l.<34J)') is 'Jeing 

realized as a result of this approach. This savings is expected to 

increase 'tvi th time and the number of terninals in use. 

In addition to cost savings the University also has gained 

substantially in other reeards. UCC nmv l1as far more flexibility to 

implement ne"' requirements. Faster response to user problems is possible. 

Students associated Hith the development program gained valuable experience 

and student users are being exposed to methods of computer operations 

more nearby resemblinp, 1o1hat they Hill encounter in private industry. 

Specific equipment choices have all performed lvell. Problem areas 

have been defined and corrected. TI1e perfor~ance levels have been up 

to or ahove accepteJ inrluRtry stanriards. 
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In conclusion, the authors of this report strongly feel that t he 

program has been a major success. It has provided a hi gh level of user 

service at minimal cost vThile increas ing flexibility . 
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